AN INTERESTING NEW WORK for your STRING ORCHESTRA repertoire
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Duration: circa 6½ mins.

Score 5/-  String parts each 1/6
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A Vision of Beasts and Gods

Poems by GEORGE BARKER

High voice and piano
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IANNIS XENAKIS

EONTA For piano and brass ensemble
AKRATA For sixteen wind instruments
MORSIMA-AMORSIMA For four instruments
METASTASEIS For orchestra of sixty-one players
PITHOPRAKTA For two trombones, percussion and strings
NOMOS ALPHA For violoncello solo
SYRMO For string orchestra
HERMA For piano solo
NUITS For twelve mixed voices
ST 48 For forty-eight instruments
ST 10 For ten instruments
ST 4 For string quartet

"Iannis Xenakis—THE MAN AND HIS MUSIC"—10/- available from
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AARON COPLAND

Chamber Music

As it fell upon a day
for Soprano, Flute and Clarinet
Duration 5½ minutes

Words by
Richard Barnefield
Full score and parts

Quartet
for Piano and Strings
Duration: 23 minutes

Piano score and parts

Vitebsk (Study on a Jewish theme)
for Violin, Cello and Piano
Duration: 11 minutes

Piano score and parts
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